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Learn the insider secrets professional cartoonists use to turn regular cartoon animals into
completely cute charactersÂ Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Warm and fuzzy characters all have that
â€œcertain somethingâ€• that makes them so memorable and darling. But what exactly is it? This
sought-after, ultra-cute quality is based on specific techniques that, when applied to character
design, result in irresistible cartoon animals. With Cartoon Cute Animals, these are techniques that
you can learn, too!Perfect for anyone interested in cartooning, from the aspiring animator looking for
how-to instruction to the expert illustrator seeking inspiration, Cartoon Cute Animals covers the
broadest possible spectrum of popular species as well as an array of more exotic animals such as
the ferret, armadillo, meerkat, and porcupine.Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Years of experience and
expert knowledge have been distilled into one easy-to-follow guide that is full of simple instructions
and visual examples to help you create the most adorable cuties ever put to paper!
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See different styles for the same animals...see different animals with the same styles. Learn all you
want to know about quick and fun cartoon characters for beginners! Loved the step-by-step views,
and the profile views. Definitely a keeper!

I bought this for our niece, who loves to draw and she loves this little book! I can't draw worth a lick,
but in looking at the book the illustrations seem easy to follow, and she has made numerous little
kitties for me from this book.She loves the pages with different expressions, and recently completed

a little kitty with her tongue sticking out.She's 8, and very into her art. I think this book is right on the
level for her. It was a bit pricey, as I've seen other books like this for half the price, but seeing as
she uses it quite often in the almost two months she's had it, I think it was worth the price.

I do not draw. But I'd like to. So I bought this book and have followed the tips and guidelines to
create several cute animal drawings that I can be proud of. It will still take a lot of practice to
become proficient in these techniques without staring at the book the whole time, but I can say that
the hints and tips were super helpful. I highly recommend.

Everyone loves to see something 'cute' - but it doesn't 'just happen'. There are specific, and
surprisingly simply ways to turn an ordinary animal into a cute animal. This author is a master at
conveying that information to others. If you would like to be able to do what the title says - create
cute animals - I can't imagine there being a better book around to teach you exactly how to do that.

I am so in love with the style of the cute little animals in this book. If I were pressed to pick a con it is
this: the stylized way that the characters in this book are designed makes them feel strictly two
dimensional in terms of construction. For the younger artists it gets them to practice thier 2D
shapes, but for adults like myself it feels a bit awkward to traditional construction of, say, the Looney
Tunes.

Sooo helpful when learning how to draw! I love how he includes easy to understand steps and
helpful hints as you are working through the book. It has also come in handy as a reference book as
I try and develop my own characters and my own style of drawing. A great book for anyone just
learning to draw or just getting back into it like me.

My 7-yr old artist asked for a book to learn how to draw cute cartoon animals and this was exactly it!
So excited to have found it. My daughter loves it and has used it everyday since she got it from
Santa!

This book is amazing!!! I was able to draw a huge variety of animals in just a couple of minutes . I
recommend this book . The directions are simple and fast and understandable for all ages old and
young . My whole family can use this. Trust me I'm a doctor . This saying belongs to the Dr.pepper
company.
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